SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION TO THE CATEGORIES

as of July 26, 2019
includes producer nominations

71st PRIMETIME EMMY AWARDS
OUTSTANDING LEAD ACTOR IN A DRAMA SERIES

STERLING K. BROWN, THIS IS US, NBC
- 2019 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Drama Series, This Is Us
- 2018 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Drama Series, This Is Us
- 2018 – Outstanding Guest Actor In A Comedy Series, Brooklyn Nine-Nine
★ 2017 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Drama Series, This Is Us
★ 2016 – Outstanding Supporting Actor In A Drama Series, The People v. O.J. Simpson: American Crime Story
Total: 5 nominations, 2 wins

JASON BATEMAN, OZARK, NETFLIX
- 2019 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Drama Series, Ozark
- 2019 – Outstanding Drama Series, Ozark
- 2019 – Outstanding Directing For A Drama Series, Ozark
- 2018 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Drama Series, Ozark
- 2018 – Outstanding Directing For A Drama Series, Ozark
- 2013 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, Arrested Development
- 2005 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, Arrested Development
Total: 7 nominations, 0 wins

KIT HARINGTON, GAME OF THRONES, HBO
- 2019 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Drama Series, Game Of Thrones
- 2016 – Outstanding Supporting Actor In A Drama Series, Game Of Thrones
Total: 2 nominations, 0 wins

BOB ODENKIRK, BETTER CALL SAUL, AMC
- 2019 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Drama Series, Better Call Saul
- 2019 – Outstanding Drama Series, Better Call Saul
- 2017 – Outstanding Drama Series, Better Call Saul
- 2017 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Drama Series, Better Call Saul
- 2016 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Drama Series, Better Call Saul
- 2016 – Outstanding Drama Series, Better Call Saul
- 2015 – Outstanding Drama Series, Better Call Saul
- 2015 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Drama Series, Better Call Saul
- 1999 – Outstanding Writing For A Variety or Music Program, Mr. Show With Bob And David
- 1998 – Outstanding Music And Lyrics, Mr. Show With Bob And David
- 1998 – Outstanding Writing For A Variety Or Music Program, Mr. Show With Bob And David
★ 1993 – Outstanding Individual Achievement In Writing In A Variety Or Music Program, The Ben Stiller Show
★ 1991 – Outstanding Writing In A Variety Or Music Program, Saturday Night Live
★1989 – Outstanding Writing In A Variety Or Music Program, Saturday Night Live
Total: 14 nominations, 2 wins

BILLY PORTER, POSE, FX NETWORKS
This is Billy Porter’s first Emmy nomination.

★ = past winner
MILO VENTIMIGLIA, *THIS IS US*, NBC

2019 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Drama Series, *This Is Us*
2018 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Drama Series, *This Is Us*
2017 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Drama Series, *This Is Us*

Total: 3 nominations, 0 wins

★ = past winner
OUTSTANDING LEAD ACTRESS IN A DRAMA SERIES

EMILIA CLARKE, *GAME OF THRONES*, HBO
2019 – Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Drama Series, *Game Of Thrones*
2016 – Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Drama Series, *Game Of Thrones*
2015 – Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Drama Series, *Game Of Thrones*
2013 – Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Drama Series, *Game Of Thrones*
Total: 4 nominations, 0 wins

JODIE COMER, *KILLING EVE*, BBC AMERICA
This is Jodie Comer’s first Emmy nomination.

VIOLA DAVIS, *HOW TO GET AWAY WITH MURDER*, ABC
2019 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Drama Series, *How To Get Away With Murder*
2018 - Outstanding Guest Actress In A Drama Series, *Scandal*
2017 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Drama Series, *How To Get Away With Murder*
2016 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Drama Series, *How To Get Away With Murder*
★ 2015 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Drama Series, *How To Get Away With Murder*
Total: 3 nominations, 1 win

LAURA LINNEY, *OZARK*, NETFLIX
2019 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Drama Series, *Ozark*
★ 2013 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Miniseries Or A Movie, *The Big C: Hereafter*
2011 - Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, *The Big C*
★ 2008 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Miniseries Or A Movie, *John Adams*
★ 2004 – Outstanding Guest Actress In A Comedy Series, *Frasier*
★ 2002 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Miniseries Or A Movie, *Wild Iris*
Total: 6 nominations, 4 wins

MANDY MOORE, *THIS IS US*, NBC
This is Mandy Moore’s first Emmy nomination.

SANDRA OH, *KILLING EVE*, BBC AMERICA
2019– Outstanding Lead Actress In A Drama Series, *Killing Eve*
2019– Outstanding Guest Actress In A Comedy Series, *Saturday Night Live*
2019– Outstanding Drama Series, *Killing Eve*
2019– Outstanding Variety Special, The 76th Annual Golden Globe Awards
2018– Outstanding Lead Actress In A Drama Series, *Killing Eve*
2009– Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Drama Series, *Grey’s Anatomy*
2008 - Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Drama Series, *Grey’s Anatomy*
2007– Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Drama Series, *Grey’s Anatomy*
2006 - Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Drama Series, *Grey’s Anatomy*
2005 - Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Drama Series, *Grey’s Anatomy*
Total: 10 nominations, 0 wins

★ = past winner
(Lead Actress In A Drama Series continued)

**ROBIN WRIGHT, HOUSE OF CARDS, NETFLIX**

2019 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Drama Series, *House Of Cards*
2017 – Outstanding Drama Series, *House Of Cards*
2017 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Drama Series, *House Of Cards*
2016 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Drama Series, *House Of Cards*
2016 - Outstanding Drama Series, *House Of Cards*
2015 - Outstanding Lead Actress In A Drama Series, *House Of Cards*
2014 - Outstanding Lead Actress In A Drama Series, *House Of Cards*
2013 - Outstanding Lead Actress In A Drama Series, *House Of Cards*

Total: 8 nominations, 0 wins

★ = past winner
OUTSTANDING LEAD ACTOR IN A LIMITED SERIES OR MOVIE

JARED HARRIS, CHERNOBYL, HBO
   2019 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Limited Series Or Movie, Chernobyl
   2012 – Outstanding Supporting Actor In A Drama Series, Mad Men
Total: 2 nominations, 0 wins

BENICIO DEL TORO, ESCAPE AT DANNEMORA, SHOWTIME
   This is Benicio del Toro’s first Emmy nomination.

SAM ROCKWELL, FOSSE/VERDON, FX NETWORKS
   This is Sam Rockwell’s first Emmy nomination. He is also nominated for producing Fosse/Verdon.

MAHERSHALA ALI, TRUE DETECTIVE, HBO
   2019 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Limited Series Or Movie, True Detective
   2016 – Outstanding Guest Actor In A Drama Series, House Of Cards
Total: 2 nominations, 0 wins

HUGH GRANT, A VERY ENGLISH SCANDAL, PRIME VIDEO
   This is Hugh Grant’s first Emmy nomination.

JHARREL JEROME, WHEN THEY SEE US, NETFLIX
   This is Jharrel Jerome’s first Emmy nomination.

★ = past winner
OUTSTANDING LEAD ACTRESS IN A LIMITED SERIES OR MOVIE

JOEY KING, *THE ACT*, HULU
This is Joey King’s first Emmy nomination.

MICHELLE WILLIAMS, *FOSSE/VERDON*, FX NETWORKS
This is Michelle Williams’ first Emmy nomination. She is also nominated for producing Fosse/Verdon.

AMY ADAMS, *SHARP OBJECTS*, HBO
This is Amy Adam’s first Emmy nomination. She is also nominated for producing Sharp Objects.

AUNJANUE ELLIS, *WHEN THEY SEE US*, NETFLIX
This is Joey King’s first Emmy nomination.

PATRICIA ARQUETTE, *ESCAPE AT DANNEMORA*, SHOWTIME
2019 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Limited Series Or Movie, *Escape At Dannemora*
2019 – Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Limited Series Or Movie, *The Act*
2007 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Drama Series, *Medium*
★ 2005 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Drama Series, *Medium*
Total: 4 nominations, 1 win

NIECY NASH, *WHEN THEY SEE US*, NETFLIX
2019 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Limited Series Or Movie, *When They See Us*
2016 – Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Comedy Series, *Getting On*
2015 – Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Comedy Series, *Getting On*
Total: 3 nominations, 0 wins

★ = past winner
OUTSTANDING LEAD ACTOR IN A COMEDY SERIES

ANTHONY ANDERSON, BLACK-ISH, ABC
2019 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, black-ish
2018 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, black-ish
2018 – Outstanding Comedy Series, black-ish
2017 – Outstanding Comedy Series, black-ish
2017 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, black-ish
2016 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, black-ish
2016 – Outstanding Comedy Series, black-ish
2015 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, black-ish
Total: 8 nominations, 0 wins

DON CHEADLE, BLACK MONDAY, SHOWTIME
2019 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, Black Monday
2015 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, House Of Lies
2014 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, House Of Lies
2013 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, House Of Lies
2012 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, House Of Lies
2003 – Outstanding Guest Actor In A Drama Series, ER
2002 – Outstanding Supporting Actor In A Miniseries Or A Movie, Things Behind The Sun
1999 – Outstanding Supporting Actor In A Miniseries Or A Movie, A Lesson Before Dying
Total: 9 nominations, 0 wins

TED DANSON, THE GOOD PLACE, NBC
2019 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, The Good Place
2018 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, The Good Place
2010 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, Damages
2009 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, Damages
2008 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, Damages
★ 1993 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, Cheers
1992 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, Cheers
1991 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, Cheers
★ 1990 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, Cheers
1989 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, Cheers
1988 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, Cheers
1987 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, Cheers
1986 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, Cheers
1985 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, Cheers
1984 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, Cheers
1984 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Limited Series Or Special, Something About Amelia
1983 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, Cheers
Total: 17 nominations, 2 wins

★ = past winner
MICHAEL DOUGLAS, *THE KOMINSKY METHOD*, NETFLIX

2019 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, *The Kominsky Method*

★ 2013 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Miniseries Or A Movie, *Behind The Candleabra*

2002 – Outstanding Guest Actor In A Comedy Series, *Will & Grace*

1976 – Outstanding Performance By A Supporting Actor In A Drama Series, *The Streets Of San Francisco*

1975 – Outstanding Performance By A Supporting Actor In A Drama Series, *The Streets Of San Francisco*

1974 – Outstanding Performance By A Supporting Actor In A Drama Series, *The Streets Of San Francisco*

Total: 6 nominations, 1 win

BILL HADER, *BARRY*, HBO

2019 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, *Barry*

2019 – Outstanding Directing For A Comedy Series, *Barry*

2019 – Outstanding Writing For A Comedy Series, *Barry*

2019 – Outstanding Comedy Series, *Barry*

2019 – Outstanding Variety Sketch Series, Documentary Now!

★ 2018 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, *Barry*

2018 – Outstanding Comedy Series, *Barry*

2018 – Outstanding Directing For A Comedy Series, *Barry*

2018 – Outstanding Writing For A Comedy Series, *Barry*

2018 – Outstanding Guest Actor In A Comedy Series, *Saturday Night Live*

2017 – Outstanding Animated Program, *South Park*

2017 – Outstanding Variety Sketch Series, Documentary Now!

2016 - Outstanding Variety Sketch Series, Documentary Now!

2015 – Outstanding Guest Actor In A Comedy Series, *Saturday Night Live*

2015 - Outstanding Animated Program, *South Park*

2014 - Outstanding Animated Program, *South Park*

2013 – Outstanding Supporting Actor In A Comedy Series, *Saturday Night Live*

2012 – Outstanding Supporting Actor In A Comedy Series, *Saturday Night Live*

2011 - Outstanding Animated Program, *South Park*

★ 2009 - Outstanding Animated Program, *South Park*

Total: 20 nominations, 2 wins

EUGENE LEVY, *SCHITT’S CREEK*, POP TV

2019 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, *Schitt’s Creek*

2019– Outstanding Comedy Series, *Schitt’s Creek*

1983 – Outstanding Writing For A Variety Series, *SCTV Network*

1983 – Outstanding Writing For A Variety Series, *SCTV Network*

1983 – Outstanding Writing For A Variety Series, *SCTV Network*

1983 – Outstanding Writing For A Variety Series, *SCTV Network*

★ 1983 – Outstanding Writing For A Variety Series, *SCTV Network*

1982 – Outstanding Writing For A Variety Series, *SCTV Network*

1982 – Outstanding Writing For A Variety Series, *SCTV Network*

1982 – Outstanding Writing For A Variety Series, *SCTV Network*

★ 1982 – Outstanding Writing For A Variety Series, *SCTV Network*

Total: 11 nominations, 2 wins

★ = past winner
OUTSTANDING LEAD ACTRESS IN A COMEDY SERIES

CHRISTINA APPLEGATE, DEAD TO ME, NETFLIX
  2019 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, Dead To Me
  2009 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, Samantha Who?
  2008 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, Samantha Who?
  2004 – Outstanding Guest Actress In A Comedy Series, Friends
★ 2003 – Outstanding Guest Actress In A Comedy Series, Friends
Total: 5 nominations, 1 win

RACHEL BROSNAHAN, THE MARVELOUS MRS. MAISEL, PRIME VIDEO
  2019 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel
★ 2018 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel
  2015 - Outstanding Guest Actress In A Comedy Series, House Of Cards
Total: 3 nominations, 1 win

JULIA LOUIS-DREYFUS, VEEP, HBO
  2019 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, Veep
  2019 – Outstanding Comedy Series, Veep
★ 2017 – Outstanding Comedy Series, Veep
★ 2017 - Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, Veep
★ 2016 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, Veep
★ 2016 – Outstanding Comedy Series, Veep
★ 2015 – Outstanding Comedy Series, Veep
★ 2015 - Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, Veep
  2014 – Outstanding Comedy Series, Veep
★ 2014 - Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, Veep
  2013 – Outstanding Comedy Series, Veep
★ 2013 - Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, Veep
  2012 – Outstanding Comedy Series, Veep
★ 2012 - Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, Veep
  2010 - Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, The New Adventures Of Old Christine
  2009 - Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, The New Adventures Of Old Christine
  2008 - Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, The New Adventures Of Old Christine
  2007 - Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, The New Adventures Of Old Christine
★ 2006 - Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, The New Adventures Of Old Christine
  1998 - Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Comedy Series, Seinfeld
  1997 - Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Comedy Series, Seinfeld
★ 1996 - Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Comedy Series, Seinfeld
  1995 - Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Comedy Series, Seinfeld
  1994 - Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Comedy Series, Seinfeld
  1993 - Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Comedy Series, Seinfeld
  1992 - Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Comedy Series, Seinfeld
Total: 26 nominations, 11 wins

★ = past winner
NATASHA LYONNE, RUSSIAN DOLL, NETFLIX
2019 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, Russian Doll
2019 – Outstanding Writing For A Comedy Series, Russian Doll
2019 – Outstanding Comedy Series, Russian Doll
2018 – Outstanding Guest Actress For A Comedy Series, Orange Is The New Black
Total: 4 nominations, 0 wins

CATHERINE O’HARA, SCHITT’S CREEK, POP TV
2019 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, Schitt’s Creek
2010 – Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Miniseries Or Movie, Temple Grandin
1983 – Outstanding Writing For A Variety Series, SCTV Network
1982 – Outstanding Writing For A Variety Series, SCTV Network
1982 – Outstanding Writing For A Variety Series, SCTV Network
★ 1982 – Outstanding Writing For A Variety Series, SCTV Network
Total: 7 nominations, 1 win

PHOEBE WALLER-BRIDGE, FLEABAG, PRIME VIDEO
2019 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, Fleabag
2019 – Outstanding Writing For A Comedy Series, Fleabag
2019 – Outstanding Comedy Series, Fleabag
2019 – Outstanding Drama Series, Killing Eve
2018 – Outstanding Writing For A Drama Series, Killing Eve
Total: 5 nominations, 0 wins

★ = past winner
OUTSTANDING COMPETITION PROGRAM

THE AMAZING RACE, CBS
First eligible year: 2002
Nominations this year: 3
Total: 81 nominations, 15 wins

AMERICAN NINJA WARRIOR, NBC
First eligible year: 2014
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Reality-Competition Program: 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019
Nomination this year: 2
Total: 7 nominations, 0 wins

NAILED IT!, NETFLIX
First eligible year: 2018
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Reality-Competition Program: 2019
Nominations this year: 1
Total: 1 nomination

RUPAUL’S DRAG RACE, VH1
First eligible year: 2009
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Reality-Competition Program: 2017, 2018, 2019
Year(s) won as Outstanding Reality-Competition Program: 2018
Nomination this year: 9
Total: 29 nominations, 9 wins

TOP CHEF, BRAVO
First eligible year: 2006
Year(s) won as Outstanding Reality-Competition Program: 2010
Nominations this year: 1
Total: 28 nominations, 2 wins

THE VOICE, NBC
First eligible year: 2011
Year(s) won as Outstanding Reality-Competition Program: 2013, 2015, 2016, 2017
Nominations this year: 7
Total: 56 nominations, 7 wins
OUTSTANDING VARIETY TALK SERIES

**THE DAILY SHOW WITH TREVOR NOAH**, COMEDY CENTRAL  
First eligible year: 2016  
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Variety Talk Series: 2018, 2019  
Nominations this year: 2  
Total: 4 nominations, 0 wins

**FULL FRONTAL WITH SAMANTHA BEE**, TBS  
First eligible year: 2016  
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Variety Talk Series: 2017, 2018, 2019  
Nominations this year: 2  
Total: 9 nominations, 1 win

**JIMMY KIMMEL LIVE!**, ABC  
First eligible year: 2003  
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Variety Talk Series: 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019  
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Variety, Music Or Comedy Series: 2012, 2013, 2014  
Nominations this year: 1  
Total: 28 nominations, 3 wins

**LAST WEEK TONIGHT WITH JOHN OLIVER**, HBO  
First eligible year: 2015  
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Variety Talk Series: 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019  
Years won in Outstanding Variety Talk Series: 2016, 2017, 2018  
Nominations this year: 9  
Total: 36 nominations, 12 wins

**THE LATE LATE SHOW WITH JAMES CORDEN**, CBS  
First eligible year: 2015  
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Variety Talk Series: 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019  
Nominations this year: 3  
Total: 11 nominations, 1 win

**THE LATE SHOW WITH STEPHEN COLBERT**, CBS  
First eligible year: 2016  
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Variety Talk Series: 2017, 2018, 2019  
Nominations this year: 4  
Total: 10 nominations, 0 wins
OUTSTANDING VARIETY SKETCH SERIES

**AT HOME WITH AMY SEDARIS**, TRUTV
First Eligible Year: 2018
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Variety Sketch Series: 2018, 2019
Nominations this year: 2
Total: 3 nominations, 0 wins

**DOCUMENTARY NOW!**, IFC
First Eligible Year: 2016
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Variety Sketch Series: 2016, 2017, 2019
Nominations this year: 4
Total: 6 nominations, 0 wins

**DRUNK HISTORY**, COMEDY CENTRAL
First Eligible Year: 2014
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Variety Sketch Series: 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019
Nominations this year: 3
Total: 13 nominations, 1 win

**I LOVE YOU, AMERICA WITH SARAH SILVERMAN**, Hulu
First Eligible Year: 2018
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Variety Sketch Series: 2018, 2019
Nominations this year: 1
Total: 2 nominations, 0 wins

**SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE**, NBC
First Eligible Year: 1976
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Variety Sketch Series: 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019
Years won in Outstanding Variety Sketch Series: 2017, 2018
Year won in Outstanding Variety, Music Or Comedy Series: 1993
Nominations this year: 18
Total: 270 nominations, 67 wins

**WHO IS AMERICA?**, SHOWTIME
First Eligible Year: 2019
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Variety Sketch Series: 2019
Nominations this year: 3
OUTSTANDING LIMITED SERIES

CHERNOBYL, HBO
19 nominations

ESCAPE AT DANNEBROGA, SHOWTIME
12 nominations

FOSSE/VERDON, FX NETWORKS
17 nominations

SHARP OBJECTS, HBO
8 nominations

WHEN THEY SEE US, NETFLIX
16 nominations
OUTSTANDING MOVIE

BANDERSNATCH (BLACK MIRROR), NETFLIX
2 nominations

BREXIT, HBO
1 nomination

DEADWOOD: THE MOVIE, HBO
8 nominations

KING LEAR, PRIME VIDEO
1 nomination

MY DINNER WITH HERVÉ, HBO
1 nomination
BARRY, HBO
First eligible year: 2018
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Comedy Series: 2018, 2019
Nominations this year: 17
Total: 30 nominations, 3 wins

FLEABAG, PRIME VIDEO
First eligible year: 2017
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Comedy Series: 2019
Nominations this year: 11

THE GOOD PLACE, NBC
First eligible year: 2017
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Comedy Series: 2019
Nominations this year: 5
Total: 7 nominations, 0 wins

THE MARVELOUS MRS. MAISEL, PRIME VIDEO
First eligible year: 2018
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Comedy Series: 2018, 2019
Year(s) won as Outstanding Comedy Series: 2018
Nominations this year: 20
Total: 34 nominations, 8 wins

RUSSIAN DOLL, NETFLIX
First eligible year: 2019
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Comedy Series: 2019
Nominations this year: 13

SCHITT’S CREEK, POP TV
First eligible year: 2015
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Comedy Series: 2019
Nominations this year: 4

VEEP, HBO
First eligible year: 2012
Year(s) won as Outstanding Comedy Series: 2015, 2016, 2017
Nominations this year: 9
Total: 68 nominations, 17 wins
OUTSTANDING DRAMA SERIES

**BETTER CALL SAUL,** AMC
First eligible year: 2015
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Drama Series: 2015, 2016, 2017, 2019
Nominations this year: 9
Total: 32 nominations, 0 wins

**BODYGUARD,** NETFLIX
First eligible year: 2019
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Drama Series: 2019
Nominations this year: 2

**GAME OF THRONES,** HBO
First eligible year: 2011
Year(s) won as Outstanding Drama Series: 2015, 2016, 2018
Nominations this year: 32
Total: 161 nominations, 47 wins

**KILLING EVE,** BBC AMERICA
First eligible year: 2018
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Drama Series: 2019
Nominations this year: 9
Total: 11 nominations, 0 wins

**OZARK,** NETFLIX
First eligible year: 2018
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Drama Series: 2019
Nominations this year: 9
Total: 14 nominations, 0 wins

**POSE,** FX NETWORKS
First eligible year: 2019
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Drama Series: 2019
Nominations this year: 6

**SUCCESSION,** HBO
First eligible year: 2019
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Drama Series: 2019
Nominations this year: 5

**THIS IS US,** NBC
First eligible year: 2017
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Drama Series: 2017, 2018, 2019
Nominations this year: 9
Total: 27 nominations, 3 wins